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1 Introduction
This note describes three minor changes done in the Facies:Channels module in
Irap RMS. These are related to (i) Truncation of width and thickness
distribution, (ii) Correlation between expected thickness and expected width for
conditioning channels and (iii) Statistics table from log file.

2 Truncation of width and thickness distribution
In the RMS – panel the user has the possibility to truncate the distribution for
the expected width and thickness by specifying a minimum and/or a maximum
value. This is done in the Facies:Modelling‐>Facies:Channels‐>Geometry panel.
Figure 1 shows how the parameters for the distribution are set.

Figure 1: The RMS panel used to set parameter in truncated distribution for channel thickness.

The truncation values are interpreted such that the mean width or thickness can
not exceed the limits, but up till now these limits have also been used to
truncate the channel width and thickness at every point in the local grid along
the main axis of the channel. The new implementation implies that the width
and thickness of the channel are allowed to locally exceed the truncation values
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and are only limited by the default values (0.01 and 90 % of the maximum
double number).

3 Correlation between expected thickness and
expected width for conditioning channels
Inspection on simulated realizations has revealed that there is a difference in
how the conditioned and the unconditioned channels handle the correlation
between expected thickness and width. This is due to an error in how the
expected width and thickness are drawn for observed channels. The necessary
corrections in the functions that calculate the posterior distribution for these
variables are implemented. This ensures that the correct posterior correlation
coefficient is honoured. Note that this number will generally not be equal to the
prior correlation coefficient.

4 Statistics table from log file
In order to improve the data analysis of the realizations from Facies:Channels,
new output is printed in a statistics table. Each line of the file contains
information of one body in the following format:
Body#
1
2

Mean[HW]
771.55
629.76

Mean[VT]
7.34
4.66

Azimuth
-52.82
-97.42

Dip
-0.01
-0.06

#ChnObs
0
1

#CrevObs
0
0

#ErodObs
0
1

Observations
(W_8 6 1) E:(W_5 6 1)

…

Body# relates to the number the body is given in RMS. Mean[HW]and
Mean[VT]are the drawn values for expected width and thickness of the channel.
Azimuth and Dip are angles specified in degrees. #ChnObs and #CrevObs are the

numbers of channel and crevasse observations that the channel are conditioned
on, while #ErodObs is the number of observations that the channel goes through,
but does not condition. This means that these observations condition other
channels that erode this channel. Observations gives the id (wellname family
channel) for the observations that the channel goes through in the order:
channelobs crevobs erodedobs
The file name for the statistics file with the new output is specified in the model
file for fluvial_facies under the command name RESULT with the key‐word
[stat‐file(string)]. The filename must be a string with no blanks or commas and
the default value is <modelname>.stat The format is shown in the following
example:
RESULT
[result-file(string)] zone001/facies/test.fett
[log-file(string)] zone001/facies/test.log
[stat-file(string)] zone001/facies/test.stat
;
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